As usual, lots going on in
Loppet World.
May is the inaugural
Salomon CITYTRAIL Loppet.
We are planning to
incorporate adult-child
aspects - initially dubbed
“Age Gap Relays” - to most
events in order to encourage
more whole family
participation generally. With
the addition of Northeast Middle School, we have
created a network of middle school teams in the
North Minneapolis area that are now competing
against each other, helping each other improve and
thrive, and fostering a culture of outdoor activity
throughout the area. We are creating a
development department. We are working hard to
establish “manuals” for our events and to
generally improve our procedures and our
infrastructure (we just rented a warehouse space
where we hope to store most of our stuff in an
organized fashion). And, oh yeah, our Loppet Nordic
Racing juniors just won national championships as
the best boys club, the best girls club and the best
overall club in the country!
But all of that is covered in other articles - by our
talented array of directors and coaches. That’s
really the topic on my mind - how do we adjust as

Sometimes I wonder if I know the Loppet
Foundation anymore . . . it used to be that when
people asked what I did I would mumble something
under my breath about skiing and then they would
ask what I did all summer . . . Now, I look around
and see something much different.
Professional coaching staff. Professionals in youth
development. Event staff. Even a professional
development department. Sophisticated board,
with multi-layered budgeting, a long-term vision
and strategic plan. Partnerships with organizations
like the Minneapolis Park & Recreation Board, the
Minneapolis Public Schools, the Minnesota Canoe
Association, Beacons, the Minnesota Youth Ski
League and Wilderness Inquiry, among others. A
new warehouse space, giving us the opportunity to
stage and organize for events and programs better
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an organization to having directors running the
various parts of the organization rather than have an
organization where everyone does a little (or a lot) of
everything . . . ? How do we adjust
management-wise? How do we adjust financially?
How do we maintain and grow our partnerships with
new leaders? How do we shift organizationally? How
does the board adjust?

Because we are also investing in a special
fundraising effort, our short-term finances are more
challenging than ever. Kristen Spargo, our new
Direcotr of Advancement (fancy term that
encompasses development, marketing and
communications), has plans to reach out to you, as
members, on a new Loppet Annual Fund - expect to
hear more about that in the months to come.

These are the challenges that we face as an
organization. Good challenges to have as they are
challenges that results from growth . . . but
challenges nonetheless. We are working to ensure
that the new people in the organization have the
same sense of mission that we had when we were
smaller. We have held board and staff retreats. We
are revisiting our organizational chart and, for really
the first time, truly defining job duties to empower
staff with responsibility areas and to avoid
stepping on each others’ toes too much . . . The
board is moving to more of a committee structure with more work happening outside of board
meetings.

If, with the help of our members, we can succeed in
meeting these challenges without losing our sense
of who we are, we can be an amazing organization
that creates community, provides outdoor
opportunities and makes the Minneapolis area a
better, richer place to live. We can continue to
provide great community events that help define
what is great about the Minneapolis area. We can
provide alternatives to traditional team sports so
that today’s youth (and adults) can enjoy a lifetime
of year-round outdoor activities. And, hopefully, we
can provide the physical infrastructure necessary for
all of this - for gatherings, events, programming and
camps for years to come . . .

Of course, finances are always a big part of change.
And that is certainly the case here. Our budgeting
process is more sophisticated. Cash flow forecasting
is more important than ever - with ebbs and flows
depending upon the time of the year. In the long run
our new development department should help even
out those ebbs and flows, but in the short run we
are making financial investments just to establish
the development department.

As always, call or email with thoughts,
opportunities, questions or suggestions.
612-604-5331 or munger@loppet.org.
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than ever before. In other words, the Loppet
Foundation is becoming a mainstream non-profit
organization that people know and respect - a far cry
from the little “City of Lakes Nordic Ski
Foundation” that I used to work for . . .
But I still recognize Loppet-ness all around. After
all, the Loppet’s brand was never about being small.
The Loppet is about year-round outdoor activity. The
Loppet is about a community of like-minded outdoor
enthusiasts who have committed to outdoor activity
whever the weather: rain, snow (especially snow),
cold - whatever mother nature throws our way. The
Loppet is about a sense of adventure - that is the
willingness to engage in activities with an
uncertain outcome. For instance, if it’s cloudy some
will choose to exercise indoors or not at all because of the risk of rain. Loppet-ness would
dictate risking the rain . . . because if rain is not
risked there is no chance of encountering an eagle
or a fox or of seeing the rainbox that forms when the
sun finally does peek out between the clouds. Yes,
in the Loppet Way you might get wet - but you also
might have one of those wonderful moments that
defines a life well led . . .
These traits still thrive in Loppet World. Look at this
past winter. When school was cancelled because of
cold weather, Loppet programming - FAST KIDS,
Wave 1 groups, etc. - went forward as planned.
When Loppet Weekend came and the wind chill
factor was below zero, record crowds came out
anyway - gathered together not in spite of the cold,
but because of the cold. A community of
adventurous souls gathered together to celebrate a
sense of adventure and the opportunities for outdoor
activity we have right in our back yard, Yes, there
was a risk of frost bit, but that “managed” risk was
better than the certainty of a bland weekend spent
indoors, complaining of the cold that had defeated
us . . .
This sense of adventure manifests itself in
different ways for different people. For the 53-yearold immigrant to Minnesota who has never
experienced snow before, it is an experience with
an uncertain outcome just to go out in the cold the
first time. For the 12-year-old middle school student
with no family tradition of outdoor activity, joining
the Anwatin Ski & Bike Team is an experience with
an uncertain outcome, as is working toward
finishing the Tour or the UCare Tri-Loppet. For
veterans Loppet Nordic Racing athlete finishing the

Tour or the UCare Tri-Loppet is no longer an
experience with an uncertain outcome; they
pretty much know they will finish. Instead, their
adventures might be trying to go to Junior
Nationals or qualify for a higher wave at the
Loppet or the Birkie. But whatever the
individual’s adventure, we Loppet people are all
seeking experiences with uncertain outcomes.
That has not gone away over the years. If
anything, there is more of it in Loppet World . . .
Which brings me to the Loppet community.
Again, the Loppet community is not about being
small. I was thinking about this while at a Twins
game the other day. Why do people go to Twins
games? The viewing is better on the couch in front
of the television. I think it is the sense of being part
of a community - of working together (that is,
cheering) toward the same goals and sharing the
experience. Better to have an obstructed view with
the community than an unobstructed view by
yourself on the couch.
The same is true with our Loppet community.
Technically, the best skiing or biking happens on
a lonely trail in the woods. Skiing the Loppet or
jostling for position in the UCare Tri-Loppet is only
worse from a technical skiing or paddling
perspective. But there is something about working
together toward a goal - and of sharing the
experience - that draws us together for events or
training. And that is the Loppet community - more
alive and thriving than ever . . .
This is what makes us a community - the collective
desire to help each other achieve success in our
outdoor adventures. There may be an official
“winner” in our race events - but all of us are
cheering for each other, hoping that our experience
with an uncertain outcome has a good outcome that
day . . . That is Loppet-ness - still alive and well
despite, and maybe even because of, our larger
size . . .
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Coach Kelly Underkofler with her Northeast Middle School team. Top Row (Left to Right): Alondra Mena-Landa, Xavier Igherighe,
Andrea Gomez-Galdez, Kylo Alaakir, Leif Couillard. Bottom (Left to Right) Jada Chuyangheu, Logan Igherighe, Alex Worcester, Patrick Hott

event this year. In addition, Principal Taylor
collaborated with the Loppet Foundation to offer
Park Brook Adventure Day on May 15 and 16, when
Park Brook sixth graders came to Theodore Wirth
Park to experience mountain biking, orienteering,
capture the flag and trail running.
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Rivers Park District.

because a family from the team even brought
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Paul and Lisa Johnson
Rudy Johnson
Tyler and Lauren Johnson
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Mary Karen Lynn-Klimenko

Elizabeth and Henry Johnson
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